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P E R S P E C T I V E
As leaders, it’s a word we are all familiar with. We ask for another’s, we o er up our own, we

de nitely use the word liberally throughout out working days, weeks, lives.

But what’s it really about?

I recently enrolled in an amazing 12-week course o ered by researchers and thought

leaders in the eld of adult development and leadership. The content has my head spinning!

There have been so many things to think about, concepts to process and perspectives to

consider – not only the perspectives of the other students in the course, but also the

perspectives of the various instructors.

It was during one of these sessions, led by teacher, writer, researcher and coach Jennifer

Garvey Berger, that got me thinking even more about perspectives.

Berger’s recent book, Simple Habits for Complex Times: Powerful Practices for Leaders,

encourages leaders to adopt what she calls “three simple practices” to better navigate our

ever-changing, increasingly complex world:
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Ask di erent questions

Take multiple perspectives

See the system

I WAS HOOKED! THESE SOUNDED SO DO-ABLE!  I THOUGHT TO
MYSELF, “LET’S GO!”
Read more.

 

THE PARROTHEAD PRINCIPLE: CHANGE, COLLEAGUES &
FRIENDLY ACCOUNTABILITY

By Karen Konrath, ICF Associate Certi ed Leadership Coach, June 2, 2016

 

Truth be told, I’m a huge Parrothead! – you

know, the other word for “die-hard Jimmy

Bu ett fan”?!  Yes, Jimmy and I go way

back.

My kids, now 17 and 19, know all of the

words to his songs.  My husband’s

wardrobe is half “Margaritaville” t-shirts –

gifts from me over the years. And when I

need a break from reality, my go-to

playlist involves some, if not all, Bu ett

tunes. (Hey, everyone needs a break from

reality!)

Ask any Parrothead and they’ll tell you: being part of this community brings its own

“paradise” of connection.
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Over the past month, I’ve been thinking about how hard it is it reach a goal or change a habit

on our own. It just is. Yet so many of us want to resist help from others.

When my clients are embarking on a journey of change, I always ask them what kind of

support they will need. Sometimes I hear, “Oh, I know the perfect person, how I want to

engage them and what I want from them!”

But more often I hear, “I don’t think there’s anybody. I got this,” or “What?  Why would I do

that?”

WHY DO WE THINK OUR PROBLEMS ARE ONLY OUR OWN TO
SOLVE?
Read more.

 

IT’S JUST A GAME, RIGHT?!: BEHAVIOR, CHANGE & CHESS

By Karen Konrath, ICF Associate Certi ed Leadership Coach, May 3, 2016

 
Have you ever played chess? I did as a kid and it was de nitely not my game of

choice. There was so much to remember about each piece and the speci c move it was

allowed to make. So much to pay attention to around my moves and the moves of my

opponent. All that strategy made my head hurt!

Yet, my brother absolutely loved it. He beat me every game – yes, every game–we played.

 Why was this?  Are we wired that di erently?  Was I just not as smart? Did he have some

secret decoder book that gave him the answers?

I actually hadn’t thought about those days or the game itself until recently. A client and I

were discussing how so many people get stuck in “reactive mode.” You know, the mode

where we feel like all we’re doing is simply surviving, putting out the proverbial res of every

day? It’s the mode when we’re moving from task to task, email to email, employee issue to
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client issue and back again, without any

clue what we’re actually accomplishing.

He saw himself there and he wanted to

change. The question was: how? Read

more.
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